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Abstract. While re-identiﬁcation (Re-Id) of persons has attracted
intensive attention, vehicle, which is a signiﬁcant object class in urban
video surveillance, is often overlooked by vision community. Most existing methods for vehicle Re-Id only achieve limited performance, as they
predominantly focus on the generic appearance of vehicle while neglecting some unique identities of vehicle (e.g., license plate). In this paper,
we propose a novel deep learning-based approach to PROgressive Vehicle re-ID, called “PROVID”. Our approach treats vehicle Re-Id as two
speciﬁc progressive search processes: coarse-to-ﬁne search in the feature
space, and near-to-distant search in the real world surveillance environment. The ﬁrst search process employs the appearance attributes of vehicle for a coarse ﬁltering, and then exploits the Siamese Neural Network
for license plate veriﬁcation to accurately identify vehicles. The near-todistant search process retrieves vehicles in a manner like human beings,
by searching from near to faraway cameras and from close to distant
time. Moreover, to facilitate progressive vehicle Re-Id research, we collect to-date the largest dataset named VeRi-776 from large-scale urban
surveillance videos, which contains not only massive vehicles with diverse
attributes and high recurrence rate, but also suﬃcient license plates
and spatiotemporal labels. A comprehensive evaluation on the VeRi-776
shows that our approach outperforms the state-of-the-art methods by
9.28 % improvements in term of mAP.
Keywords: Vehicle re-identiﬁcation · Progressive search
ing · License plate veriﬁcation · Spatiotemporal relation
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Introduction

Vehicle, as a signiﬁcant object class in urban video surveillance, attracts massive
focuses in computer vision research ﬁeld, such as detection [1], classiﬁcation [2],
and pose estimation [3]. However, vehicle re-identification (Re-Id) is still a
frontier but important topic which is often neglected by researchers. The task of
vehicle Re-Id is, given a probe vehicle image, to search in a database for images
that contain the same vehicles captured by multiple cameras. Vehicle Re-Id has
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Fig. 1. (a) Large intra-instance diﬀerences of the same vehicles from diﬀerent views
(left) and subtle inter-instance diﬀerences of similar vehicles (right). (b) The license
plates for vehicle Re-Id. (Part of the plate is covered due to privacy.)

pervasive applications in video surveillance [4], intelligent transportation [5], and
urban computing [6], which can quickly discover, locate, and track the target
vehicles in large-scale surveillance videos.
Diﬀerent from vehicle detection, tracking or classiﬁcation, vehicle Re-Id can
be found as an instance-level object search problem. In the real-world vehicle
Re-Id, this problem can be handled by a progressive process. For example, if the
monitoring staves want to ﬁnd a suspect vehicle in huge amount of surveillance
videos, they will ﬁrstly ﬁlter out large numbers of vehicles by appearance features, such as colors, shapes and types, to narrow down the search space. Then,
for the remaining vehicles, the license plate is utilized to accurately identify the
suspects as shown in Fig. 1(b). Furthermore, the search scope is expanded from
near cameras to faraway, and search period is extended from close time to distant. Therefore, the spatiotemporal information can also provide great assistance
as shown in Fig. 2. The real-world practice inspires us for constructing a progressive vehicle Re-Id method, which includes two progressive search processes:
(1) from-coarse-to-ﬁne search in feature space; (2) from-near-to-distant search
in the real-world spatiotemporal environment.
However, the implementation of progressive vehicle Re-Id method in realworld urban traﬃc surveillance still faces several signiﬁcant challenges: ﬁrst of
all, the appearance-based approaches can hardly give optimal results due to
the large intra-instance diﬀerences of the same vehicle in diﬀerent cameras, and
subtle inter-instance diﬀerences between diﬀerent vehicles in the same views as
shown in Fig. 1(a). Furthermore, traditional license plate recognition techniques
may fail in unconstrained surveillance scenes due to the various illuminations,
viewpoints, and resolutions as shown in Fig. 1(b). Besides, the license plate recognition is a complex multi-step process including plate detection, segmentation,
shape adjustment, and character recognition as in [7, 8]. How to eﬀectively and
eﬃciently utilize the license plate information in unconstrained traﬃc scenes
remains great challenging. Finally, in the urban surveillance scene, it is diﬃcult
to model the patterns of vehicle’s behaviors in unconstrained conditions. The
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Fig. 2. The spatiotemporal information of a vehicle in the surveillance network.

traﬃc conditions, road maps, and weather can aﬀect the routes of vehicles. The
utilization of the spatiotemporal cues also remains challenging.
Existing methods for vehicle Re-Id mainly focus on appearance-based models [1,9]. However, these methods cannot distinguish the vehicles with similar
appearance and neglect the license plate to uniquely identify a vehicle. Diﬀerent
from these methods, we consider both the appearance features and the license
plate in a coarse-to-ﬁne fashion. The appearance-based model ﬁrstly ﬁlters out
the dissimilar vehicles, then the license plates are utilized for accurate vehicle search. Besides, most methods didn’t consider the spatiotemporal information for assistance. Spatiotemporal relations have been employed in many areas
such as multi-camera surveillance [10], cross-camera tracking [11], and object
retrieval [12]. With spatiotemporal information in the surveillance network, we
handle the search process with a from-near-to-distant principle in both the time
scale and space scale.
In this paper, we propose the PROVID, a deep learning-based progressive
vehicle Re-Id approach for urban surveillance, which is featured by following
properties: (1) adopting the progressive approach to search for vehicles as in
real-world practice; (2) an appearance attribute model learned from deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) is exploited as a coarse vehicle ﬁlter; (3) the
Siamese neural network-based license plate veriﬁcation is proposed to match the
license plate images; and (4) the spatiotemporal relations are explored to assist
the search process. In particular, for the appearance-based coarse ﬁltering, we
adopt the fusion model of low-level and high-level features to ﬁnd the similar
vehicles. For license number plate, instead of accurate recognizing the characters of the license plate, we just need to verify whether two plate images belong
to the same vehicle. Therefore, a Siamese neural network is trained with large
numbers of plate images for license plate veriﬁcation. At last, a spatiotemporal
relation model is utilized to re-rank vehicles to further improve the ﬁnal results
of vehicle Re-Id.
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To facilitate the research and validate related algorithms, we build a comprehensive vehicle Re-Id dataset named VeRi-776, which contains not only massive vehicles with diverse attributes and high recurrence rate, but also suﬃcient
license plates and spatiotemporal labels, which can greatly facilitate the investigation of progressive vehicle Re-Id methods based on license plate and spatiotemporal information. Finally, we evaluate the PROVID on the VeRi-776 to
demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of the proposed framework, which outperforms the
state-of-the-art methods by achieving 9.28 % improvements in mAP and 10.94 %
in HIT@1.

2

Related Work

Vehicle Re-Id. In recent years, vehicle Re-Id is still on its early stage with
a handful of related works. Feris et al. [1] proposed a vehicle detection and
retrieval system, in which vehicles are classiﬁed into diﬀerent types and colors
by appearance, then indexed and searched by these attributes in the database.
Recently, Liu et al. [9] ﬁrstly evaluated and analyzed several appearance-based
models, including the texture, color, and semantic attribute, then proposed a
fusion model of low-level features and high-level semantic attributes for vehicle
Re-Id. However, the appearance-based approaches cannot uniquely identify a
vehicle due to the similarity of vehicles and various environment factors such as
illuminations, viewpoints, and occlusion. More importantly, as the unique ID of
each vehicle, the license plate should be considered for accurate vehicle Re-Id.
License Plate Verification. In industry, license plate recognition has been
widely used in identifying vehicles [7, 8]. However, due to the high demand on
the quality of plate images, existing methods can only be used in constrained
conditions such as park entrances and toll gates. The license plate recognition
may fail in unconstrained surveillance scenes due to the various environmental
factors [1,9]. Therefore, we use the license plate veriﬁcation instead of the recognition for vehicle Re-Id. In recent years, deep neural networks have achieved
great success in computer vision such as object classiﬁcation [13], detection [14],
image understanding [15], video analysis [16], and multimedia search [17]. Among
them, the Siamese Neural Network (SNN) was proposed to verify hand-write signatures by Bromley et al. [18]. SNN takes two weight-shared convolutional neural
networks and a contrastive loss function. During training, it can simultaneously
minimize the distances of similar object pairs and maximize the distances of
dissimilar pairs. Chopra et al. [19] adopted the SNN for face veriﬁcation and
obtained excellent results. Zhang et al. [20] achieved the optimal performance in
gait recognition for person identiﬁcation with SNN. Therefore, we utilize SNN
in license plate veriﬁcation for accurate vehicle Re-Id.
Spatiotemporal Relation. Spatiotemporal relations have been widely used in
multi-camera systems [10–12]. Among them, Kettnaker et al. [10] proposed to
assemble likely paths of objects using Bayesian estimates over cameras. Javed
et al. [11] utilized spatiotemporal information to estimate the inter-camera correspondence for object tracking. Xu et al. [12] proposed a graph-based object
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retrieval system in distributed camera network. However, these methods mainly
focused on slow-moving objects such as persons in constrained environments like
campuses. In the large-scale unconstrained traﬃc scene, it is diﬃcult to model
the patterns of vehicles due to the complicated traﬃc conditions, road maps,
and weather.

3

The Proposed Method

3.1

Overview

Figure 3 shows the architecture of the proposed progressive vehicle Re-Id approach. The query contains an image of the vehicle with the camera ID and
timestamp which record where and when it is captured. Given the query, the
proposed method considers the task of vehicle Re-Id as progressive processes:
(1) appearance-based coarse ﬁltering: the appearance-based model is utilized
to ﬁlter out most vehicles with diﬀerent colors, textures, shapes, and types in
the vehicle database; (2) license plate-based ﬁne search: for remaining ﬁltered
vehicles, the license plate similarities between query and source vehicles are calculated by the Siamese neural network to ﬁnd the most similar vehicles; (3)
Based on the proposed from-near-to-distant principle, the spatiotemporal properties are exploited to re-rank the vehicles, which further improve the vehicle
search process.

1

Appearance Based Coarse Filtering

2

Plate Based Accurate Search

Vehicle images
Database

Query 23
Cam 16
16: 17: 30

SpaƟo-temporal
informaƟon

Cam 16
16: 17: 30

3

SpaƟo-temporal Property Based Re-ranking

Fig. 3. The architecture of the PROVID method.

3.2

Appearance Attributes Extracted by CNN

In real-world practice, appearance features such as colors, shapes, and types are
very eﬀective to ﬁlter out the dissimilar vehicles. In addition, they are eﬃcient
to be extracted and searched in large-scale dataset. Consequently, we adopt the
fusion model of texture, color and semantic attribute which have been evaluated
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by Liu et al. [9] as the coarse ﬁlter to ﬁnd the vehicles with similar appearance
to the query.
The texture feature is represented by the conventional descriptors such as
Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [21]. Then the descriptors are encoded
by the bag-of-words (BOW) model due to its accuracy and eﬃciency in image
retrieval [22]. The color feature is extracted by Color Name (CN) model [23]
which is quantized by the BOW model for its excellent performance in person
Re-Id [24]. The high-level attribute is learned by a deep convolutional neural
network (CNN), i.e., the GoogLeNet [25]. This model is ﬁne-tuned on the CompCars dataset [2] to detect the detailed attributes of vehicles, such as the number
of doors, the shape of lights, the number of seats, and the model of vehicles. At
last, the three types of features are integrated by the distance-level fusion.
By fusion of texture, color, and semantic attribute, the appearance-based
approach can ﬁlter out most of the vehicles that have diﬀerent colors, shapes,
and types to the query. Therefore, the search space narrows down from the whole
vehicle database to a relatively small amount of vehicles. However, appearancebased model cannot uniquely identify a vehicle due to the similarity of the vehicles and the environment factors. So we utilize the license plate, which is the
unique ID of vehicles, for accurate vehicle Re-Id.
3.3

Siamese Neural Network-Based License Plate Verification

For accurate vehicle search, license plate is a signiﬁcant cue because it is the
unique ID for vehicle. In unconstrained surveillance scenes, the license plate
may not be recognized correctly due to the view points, low illuminations, and
image blurs as shown in Fig. 1(b). Besides, the license plate recognition technique
is a complicated process which includes plate localization, shape adjustment,
character segmentation, and character recognition. Therefore, it is not eﬀective
and eﬃcient for the vehicle Re-Id task. Nonetheless, in vehicle Re-Id, we just need
to verify whether two plates are the same instead of recognizing the characters.
The Siamese neural network (SNN) introduced in [18] is applied for signature
veriﬁcation tasks. The main idea of the SNN is to learn a function that maps
input patterns into a latent space, in which the similarity metric will be large
for pairs of the same objects, and small for pairs from diﬀerent ones. Therefore,
it is best suited for veriﬁcation scenarios where the number of classes is large,
and/or samples of all the classes are not available during training. Deﬁnitely, the
license plate veriﬁcation is one of such scenarios.
The SNN designed for plate veriﬁcation contains two parallel CNNs as illustrated in Fig. 4. Each CNN is stacked with two parts: (1) two convolution layers
and max-pooling layers, and (2) three full connection layers. The contrastive loss
layer is connected on the top of the output layers. The network parameters are
set as shown in Fig. 4. Before training, two license plate images are paired as
a training sample and labeled with 1 if they belong to the same vehicle and 0
otherwise. During training, the pairwise plate images are fed into the two CNNs
separately. After the forward propagation, the outputs of CNNs are combined
into the contrastive loss layer to compute the loss of the model. Then through
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Fig. 4. The structure of the Siamese neural network for license plate veriﬁcation.

the back propagation with the contrastive loss, the shared weights of the two
CNNs are optimized simultaneously.
Speciﬁcally, let W be the weights of the SNN, given a pair of license plate
images x1 and x2 , we can map the data into the latent metric space as SW (x1 )
and SW (x2 ). Then, the energy function, EW (x1 , x2 ), which measures the compatibility between x1 and x2 , is deﬁned as
EW (x1 , x2 ) = ||SW (x1 ) − SW (x2 )||.

(1)

With the energy function, the contrastive loss can be formulated as
L(W, (x1 , x2 , y)) = (1 − y) · max(m − EW (x1 , x2 ), 0) + y · EW (x1 , x2 ),

(2)

where (x1 , x2 , y) is a pair of samples with the label, m is a positive margin. In
the implementation, we adopt the Caﬀe framework [26] with the default margin
value, m = 1. During test, we use the learned SNN to extract the 1000-D feature
of the FC2 layer from the plate images. The Euclidean distance is adopted to
estimate the similarity scores of two plate images.
3.4

Vehicle Re-ranking Based on Spatiotemporal Relation

As discussed in Sect. 1, in real-world practice, it is reasonable to perform vehicle
search with a from-near-to-distant fashion in spatiotemporal domain. Based on
this principle, we exploit the spatiotemporal relation to further improve the
vehicle Re-Id.
However, in the unconstrained traﬃc scenarios, it is diﬃcult to model the
travel patters of vehicles and predict the spatiotemporal relations of two arbitrary vehicles. To investigate whether the spatiotemporal relation is eﬀective for
vehicle Re-Id, we analyze the space and time distances of 20,000 image pairs
from the same vehicles and 20,000 pairs from randomly selected vehicles. The
statistics are illustrated in Fig. 5. We obviously ﬁnd that the space and time
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Fig. 5. Statistics of spatiotemporal information.

distances of the same vehicles are relatively smaller than those of the randomly
selected vehicles. From this observation, we make a general assumption that: two
images have higher possibility to be the same vehicle if they have small space
or time distance, and lower possibility to be the same vehicle if they have large
space or time distance. With this assumption, for each query image i and test
image j, the spatiotemporal similarity ST (i, j) is deﬁned as:
ST (i, j) =

|Ti − Tj | δ(Ci , Cj )
×
Tmax
Dmax

(3)

where Ti and Tj are the timestamps of query image i and test image j, Tmax is the
maximal time diﬀerence between all query images and test tracks. δ(Ci , Cj ) is
the length of the shortest path between camera Ci and Cj , Dmax is the maximal
length between all cameras. The shortest path between two cameras is obtained
from the Google Map and stored in a matrix as shown in Fig. 6. At last, either a
post-fusion strategy or a re-ranking strategy can be adopt for the combination
of the spatiotemporal information with the appearance and plate features.

Cam 3 Cam 7
Cam 1

Cam 1

550

550 m
Cam 3
950 m
Cam 16

Cam 7
Cam 16

950
Camera Distance Matrix

Fig. 6. The real-world camera distance matrix obtained from the Google map.
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Experiments

4.1

Dataset

To well investigate the spatiotemporal relation and evaluate the proposed progressive vehicle Re-Id approach, we build the VeRi-776 dataset from the VeRi
dataset in [9]. The VeRi dataset has three featured properties. First, it contains about 40,000 images of 619 vehicles captured by 20 surveillance cameras.
In addition, the images are captured in a real-world unconstrained traﬃc scene
and labeled with varied attributes, e.g. BBoxes, types, colors, and brands. Furthermore, each vehicle is captured by 2 ∼ 18 cameras in diﬀerent viewpoints,
illuminations, and occlusions, which provides high recurrence rate for vehicle
Re-Id. Finally, we extend the VeRi dataset with (1) data volume expansion, (2)
license plate labels, and (3) spatiotemporal information.1
Data Volume Expansion. With the video frames provided by Liu et al. [9],
we add over 20 % new vehicles into the VeRi dataset. The new vehicles are also
labeled with BBoxes, types, colors, brands, and cross-camera relations as in [9].
This makes the dataset contain over 50,000 vehicle images, about 9000 tracks,
and 776 vehicles, which further improves the scalability for vehicle Re-Id.
License Plate Annotation. The most important contribution of the new VeRi776 dataset is the annotation of license plates. Before annotating, we divide the
dataset into the testing set of 200 vehicles and 11,579 images, and the training
set of 576 vehicles and 37,781 images. For the testing set, we pick out one image
from each track as the query and obtain 1,678 queries. Then, for each query
image and test image, we annotate the BBox of license plate if the plate can
be detected by the annotators. For the quality of annotation, each image is
annotated by at least three human annotators with the majority vote. At last,
we obtain 999 plate images from the query images, 4,825 plate images from the
test images, and 7,647 plate images from the train images. About 50 % of the
query and test images can utilize the license plate to improve the vehicle Re-Id.
Spatiotemporal Relation Annotation. We annotate the spatiotemporal relation for tracks of all vehicles. The track is the trajectory of a vehicle captured
by one camera at the same time, the images belonging to one track are clustered
together. For each track, we ﬁrstly label the ID (from 1 to 20) of the camera which captures the track. Then we use the timestamp of the ﬁrst captured
image in the track as its timestamp. Furthermore, to facilitate the computation
of the space distances used in the spatiotemporal relation-based re-ranking, we
obtain the length of the shortest path between each pair of the 20 cameras in
the surveillance network via Google Map as shown in Fig. 6.
4.2

Experimental Settings

The VeRi-776 dataset is divided into two subsets for training and testing as in
Sect. 4.1. The training set has 576 vehicles with 37,781 images and the testing set
1

The latest dataset can be obtained at https://github.com/VehicleReId/VeRidataset.
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has 200 vehicles with 11,579 images. In the evaluation, the cross-camera search
is performed, which means we use one image of a vehicle from one camera to
search for tracks of the same vehicle in other cameras. Moreover, in [9], the
vehicle Re-Id is in an image-to-image manner, which means using a query image
to search for the target images as in person Re-Id [24]. Diﬀerent from [9], we
conduct the vehicle Re-Id in an image-to-track fashion, in which the query is
an image, while the target units are tracks of vehicles. The similarity between
a query image and a test track is denoted by the maximum of the similarities
between the query image and all images of the track. In real-world practice, we
just need to ﬁnd the track in one camera to capture the target vehicle. Therefore,
the image-to-track search is more reasonable in the practical scenario. For the
image-to-track search, we have 1,678 query images and 2,021 testing tracks.
For the VeRi-776 dataset, there are multiple ground truths for each query.
Therefore, we adopt mean average precision (mAP) which considers both precision and recall to evaluate the overall performance for vehicle Re-Id. For each
query image, we calculate the average precision (AP) as
n
P (k) × gt(k)
(4)
AP = k=1
Ngt
where n is the number of test tracks, Ngt is the number of ground truths, P (k)
is the precision at cut-oﬀ k in the result lists, and gt(k) is an indicator function
equaling 1 if the kth result is correct. The mAP is computed over all queries as
Q
mAP =

q=1

AP (q)

Q

(5)

where Q is the number of queries. Besides, we also adopt the Cumulative Matching Characteristic (CMC) curve, HIT@1, and HIT@5 which are widely used in
person Re-Id [24].
4.3

Evaluation of Plate Verification

To evaluate the Siamese neural network-based plate veriﬁcation, we compare
it with the conventional handcraft features, SIFT [21]. We combine the plate
features with the FACT model by post-fusion to test their performance for the
appearance-based model. The settings of the two models are as follows:
(1) FACT + Plate-SIFT. This method adopts the conventional SIFT as the
local descriptor. Then the descriptors of the plate is quantized with the bagof-words (BOW) model. Before testing, we train a codebook of the BOW
model with the training plates of VeRi-776, the size of codebook is 1000. In
the test stage, each plate is represented as an 1000-D BOW feature.
(2) FACT + Plate-SNN. Before performing the search, we ﬁrstly train the
Siamese neural network for license plate veriﬁcation. With the 7,647 training
plate images, we randomly pick out about 50,000 pairs of plates belonging
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to the same vehicles as the positive samples and 50,000 pairs of plates of different vehicles as the negative samples. We adopt the Caﬀe [9] to implement
the SNN as in Sect. 3.3 and train the SNN with the Stochastic Gradient
Descent solver. We use the model of 60,000 iterations to extract the 1000-D
FC2-layer output as the representation of license plates.
For both of the two models, the image-to-track search is performed, the
similarity is calculated by the Euclidean distance. The weights for post-fusion
is 0.4 for the FACT and 0.6 for the Plate-SNN. The mAP, HIT@1, and HIT@5
are used to evaluate the performance. Table 1 shows the search results which
demonstrate that the deep learned model is much better than the SIFT feature.
The results demonstrate that traditional handcraft features are not robust to the
various illuminations, viewpoints, and resolutions in unconstrained surveillance
scenes. While the SNN model which is trained on large amount of plate pairs
can map input patterns into a latent space, in which the similarity metric is
larger for pairs of the same objects, and lower for pairs from diﬀerent ones. The
abundant training license plate samples guarantee the robustness of the learned
model.
Table 1. Comparison of diﬀerent models for plate veriﬁcation.
Methods

mAP

FACT [9] + Plate-SIFT 18.49

HIT@1 HIT@5
50.95

FACT [9] + Plate-SNN 25.88 61.08

4.4

73.48
77.41

Evaluation of Vehicle Re-Id Methods

To validate the eﬀectiveness of progressive vehicle Re-Id, we compare eight methods on the built VeRi-776 dataset:
(1) BOW-CN [24]. This is the Bag-of-Words with Color Name descriptor which
is one of the state-of-the-art appearance features for person Re-Id. It is also
adopted as the color feature for vehicle re-id as in [9].
(2) LOMO [27]. This is the state-of-the-art texture features for person Re-Id
which can eﬀectively overcome the various illumination in real-world surveillance environment.
(3) GoogLeNet [2]. This method utilizes the GoogLeNet model [25] which
is ﬁne-turned on the CompCars [2]. We adopt it as a feature extractor to
obtain the high-level semantic attributes of the appearance.
(4) FACT [9]. We adopt the FACT [9] to estimate the appearance similarities
between the query images and the test tracks. The FACT considers all of
the colors, textures, shapes, and semantic attributes for appearance-based
ﬁltering.
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(5) Plate-SNN. This scheme only uses the license plate similarities between
the query and tracks to search for the nearest target in test tracks. The
features are calculated by the SNN model trained as the Plate-SNN in
Sect. 4.3.
(6) FACT + Plate-SNN. We ﬁrstly use the FACT as the coarse vehicle ﬁlter.
Then we adopt the post-fusion strategy which combines the similarities of
FACT model and Plate-SNN model as ﬁne search. The weights used in
summation are 0.4 and 0.6 respectively for the FACT and the Plate-SNN
due to their individual performances in vehicle Re-Id.
(7) FACT + Plate-REC. In this scheme, we adopt a commercial plate recognition system (Plate-REC) to replace the Place-SNN as the ﬁne search.
(8) FACT + Plate-SNN + STR. This scheme integrates the similarities of
the FACT, Plate-SNN, and spatiotemporal relations (STR). The spatiotemporal similarity between the query and test is calculated by Eq. 3. Then, the
similarity matrixes of the FACT + Plate-SNN and STR are both normalized
to (0, 1). At last, the two matrixes are summed with diﬀerent weights. The
weights are 0.8 and 0.2 respectively due to their individual performances.
By this means, the appearance, license plate, and spatiotemporal relations
are combined together for the progressive vehicle search.
Table 2 illustrates the mAP, HIT@1, and HIT@ of the above models. The
CMC curves are plotted in Fig. 7. From the results, we can ﬁnd that:
(1) For the appearances based models, the BOW-CN, LOMO, GoogLeNet,
and FACT have competitive performances which are all not very good for vehicle
Re-Id. The FACT is better than GoogLeNet, because the GoogLeNet model
only considers the semantic attributes, while the FACT also combines color and
texture features. This demonstrates that the low-level features as well as high
level features are both eﬀective for appearance-based ﬁltering. In addition, the
appearance-based model can only ﬁnd the vehicles that have similar appearance
to the query but cannot accurately identify the vehicles.
(2) The progressive combination of the appearance-based model and PlateSNN model achieves 7.39 % improvement in mAP and 10.13 % in HIT@1 for
Table 2. Comparison of diﬀerent methods on VeRi-776 dataset.
Methods

mAP

HIT@1 HIT@5

BOW-CN [24]

12.20

33.91

53.69

LOMO [27]

9.64

25.33

46.48

GoogLeNet [2]

17.04

49.82

71.16

FACT [9]

18.49

50.95

73.48

Plate-SNN

15.74

36.29

46.60

FACT + Plate-REC

18.62

51.19

73.60

FACT + Plate-SNN

25.88

61.08

77.41

FACT + Plate-SNN + STR 27.77 61.44

78.78
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Fig. 7. The CMC curves of diﬀerent methods.

vehicle Re-Id compared with the FACT model. The results validate the eﬀectiveness of our progressive search with appearance-based coarse ﬁltering and
plate-based accurate search. The appearance-based ﬁlter can ﬁlter out most of
the dissimilar vehicles, especially the vehicles have similar license plates to the
query. Then, for the remaining vehicles with similar appearance to the query,
the plate-based method can search for the vehicles of which the license plates
are also similar to avoid the mistaken matching. The plate recognition methods
could fail due to the various illuminations, occlusions, and resolutions. So the
Plate-REC method only achieve marginal improvement.
(3) The FACT + Plate-SNN + STR model obtains further improvements
compared with the former methods. This demonstrates that with the from-nearto-distant principle, the progressive search in the spatial and temporal domains
also improves the vehicle Re-Id. In total, the proposed PROVID method achieves
9.28 % improvements in mAP, 10.94 % in HIT@1, and 5.3 % in HIT@5 compared
with the state-of-the-art appearance-based model. The results validate the eﬀectiveness of our progressive vehicle search framework and the indispensability of
each feature for accurate vehicle Re-Id. More importantly, we also evaluate the
speed of progressive method (157 ms/query), which reduces 87.84 % time cost
than the strategy without progressive fusion (1,292 ms/query). This demonstrates that the progressive search can dramatically improve the instant-level
search accuracy and speed in real-world space.
Figure 8 shows several examples of the PROVID method on VeRi-776 dataset.
Sample (a) and (b) illustrate the signiﬁcant eﬀect of the license plate-based ReId. The appearance-based ﬁlter ﬁnd the similar vehicles, but the targets are not
ranked in the front of the results. Then, with the license plate-based method,
the vehicles are correctly searched. Sample (c) and (d) show that the license
plate-based search fails due to the severe blur and distortion of the plates. However, in these samples, the target vehicles are searched with the assistance of
the spatiotemporal relations. Sample (e) perfectly shows the eﬀectiveness of the
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16: 29: 50
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(a)
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Cam 2
16: 52: 47

(b)

Query452
Cam 5
16: 37: 09

(c)

Query 23
Cam 16
16: 17: 30

(d)

Query 1
Cam 2
16: 20: 24

(e)

(f)

Fig. 8. Examples of the PROVID on VeRi-776 dataset with the top-5 results. The
true positive is in green box, otherwise red. In each example, the three rows are the
results of the FACT, FACT + Plate-SNN, and FACT + Plate-SNN + STR. (Best seen
in color.) (Color ﬁgure online)

PROVID method. In this sample, the vehicles have similar appearance are ﬁrstly
found, then the license plate-based model achieves accurate search. At last, the
spatiotemporal relations guarantee the target vehicles are ranked in the top position. Sample (f) is a failure case of the proposed method. The vehicles that have
diﬀerent colors to the query are not ﬁltered out due to the illuminations, so the
proposed method do not distinguish the yellow cars and white cars. Besides,
without the license plate in the query, the unique ID cannot be utilized to accurately search the vehicles. Therefore, the spatiotemporal relation also fails in
such an uncertain situation. To overcome these problems, we need to exploit an
appearance-based model which is more robust to the environment factors such
as illuminations and occlusions. Furthermore, we will further utilize the license
plate such as integrating the plate recognition and veriﬁcation in an end-to-end
multi-task deep neural network.
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Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a deep learning-based progressive vehicle Re-Id approach, which employs the deep CNN to extract the appearance attributes as the
coarse ﬁlter, and Siamese neural network-based license plate veriﬁcation as the
ﬁne search. Furthermore, the spatiotemporal relations of vehicle in real-world
urban surveillance is investigated and combined into the proposed method. To
facilitate the research, we build one of the largest vehicle Re-Id dataset from
urban surveillance videos with diverse vehicle attributes, suﬃcient license plates,
and accurate spatiotemporal information.
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